
70115 701.15 
 
Designer Note:  This special provision should be inserted into all freeway and expressway 
projects involving Highway Standard 701400 and other contracts at the district’s discretion 
requiring speed display trailers. 
 
 
SPEED DISPLAY TRAILER (BDE) 
 
Effective:  April 2, 2014 
Revised:  January 1, 2022 
 
Revise the last paragraph of Article 701.11 of the Standard Specifications to read: 
 

"When not being utilized to inform and direct traffic, sign trailers, speed display trailers, arrow 
boards, and portable changeable message boards shall be treated as nonoperating equipment." 
 
Add the following to Article 701.15 of the Standard Specifications: 
 

"(m) Speed Display Trailer.  A speed display trailer is used to enhance safety of the traveling 
public and workers in work zones by alerting drivers of their speed, thus deterring them 
from driving above the posted work zone speed limit." 
 

Add the following to Article 701.20 of the Standard Specifications: 
 

"(k) When speed display trailers are shown on the Standard, this work will not be paid for 
separately but shall be considered as included in the cost of the Standard. 

 
For all other speed display trailers, this work will be paid for at the contract unit price per 
Calendar Month or fraction thereof for each trailer as SPEED DISPLAY TRAILER." 
 

Add the following to Article 1106.02 of the Standard Specifications: 
 

"(o) Speed Display Trailer.  The speed display trailer shall consist of a LED speed indicator 
display with self-contained, one-direction radar mounted on an orange see-through 
trailer.  The height of the display and radar shall be such that it will function and be 
visible when located behind concrete barrier. 
 
The speed measurement shall be by radar and provide a minimum detection distance of 
1,000 ft. (300 m).  The radar shall have an accuracy of ±1 mile-per-hour. 
 
The speed indicator display shall face approaching traffic and shall have a sign legend of 
"YOUR SPEED" immediately above or below the speed display.  The sign letters shall 
be between 5 in. and 8 in. (125 mm and 200 mm) in height.  The digital speed display 
shall show two digits (00 to 99) in m.p.h.  The color of the changeable message legend 
shall be a yellow legend on a black background.  The minimum height of the numerals 
shall be 18 in. (450 mm), and the nominal legibility distance shall be at least 750 ft.  
(250 m). 
 
The speed indicator display shall be equipped with a violation alert that flashes the 
displayed detected speed when the work zone posted speed limit is exceeded.  The 
speed indicator shall have a maximum speed cutoff.  On roadway facilities with a normal 



posted speed limit greater than or equal to 45 m.p.h., the detected speeds of vehicles 
traveling more than 25 m.p.h. over the work zone speed limit shall not be displayed.  On 
facilities with normal posted speed limit of less than 45 m.p.h., the detected speeds of 
vehicles traveling more than 15 m.p.h. over the work zone speeds limit shall not be 
displayed.  On any roadway facility if detected speeds are less than 25 mph, they shall 
not be displayed.  The display shall include automatic dimming for nighttime operation. 
 
The speed indicator measurement and display functions shall be equipped with the 
power supply capable of providing 24 hours of uninterrupted service." 

 
 


